Forklift Work Platform

The BHS Forklift Work Platform (FWP) securely attaches to a forklift to elevate an individual for overhead maintenance tasks, such as changing light bulbs and conducting inventory. The platform attaches firmly to lift truck forks and a Fork Tine Restraint locks securely. This all-steel attachment complies with or exceeds federal safety regulations for vehicle-mounted elevated platforms.

Protect Workers And Those Who Are Underneath Them

The FWP has ample safety features to not only prevent dangerous falls, but also to keep tools and materials contained, protecting pedestrians at ground level from falling objects.

Quickly Perform Overhead Tasks
This dedicated personnel lifting device can make overhead tasks, like taking inventory, shifting products on high warehouse shelves, or even changing light bulbs safer and quicker than ever before.

Secure Attachment
A Fork Tine Restraint securely locks the platform to the forks of a lift truck, while the hook and chain mast restraint offers additional fastening of the FWP to the lift truck.

Prevents Falls
Guardrails and safety harness attachment points ensure that workers won’t fall, and an anti-skid surface prevents slipping.

Improves Productivity
When safety isn’t compromised and an OSHA-compliant FWP is used to elevate personnel, workers can confidently complete overhead maintenance tasks more quickly.
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Optional Tool Caddy mounts to side guard railing to provide easy access to tools and materials. Choose from multi-compartment Tool Caddy (pictured) or Light Bulb Caddy.

Platform Containment
42" (1067 mm) high guard railing with a 4" (102 mm) toe kick to contain operator and tools on the platform.

Personnel Protection
84" (2134 mm) high mast guard with expanded metal for optimal visibility.

Secure Attachment
Hook & Chain mast restraint offers additional safety and can be mounted on left or right side.

Fall Restraint
Multiple safety harness attachment points.

High Visibility
Durable powder coat finish in “Safety Yellow” for maximum visibility.

Mobility
Standard fork pockets allow transport.

Tool Organization
Optional Tool Caddy mounts to side guard railing to provide easy access to tools and materials. Choose from multi-compartment Tool Caddy (pictured) or Light Bulb Caddy.

Slip Prevention
Platform deck features anti-skid surfacing.

Lockable Gate
Operator gate with latch that can be padlocked (padlock not included).

Model | Platform W X D | Overall Width | Overall Depth | Overall Height | Capacity | Unit Weight
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
FWP-3648 | 36” x 48” 914 mm x 1219 mm | 36” / 914 mm | 51.375” / 1305 mm | 88.1875” / 2240 mm | 1,000 lb / 454 kg | 310 lb / 141 kg
FWP-4848 | 48” x 48” 1219 mm x 1219 mm | 48” / 1219 mm | 51.375” / 1305 mm | 88.1875” / 2240 mm | 1,000 lb / 454 kg | 420 lb / 191 kg
FWP-4872 | 48” x 72” 1219 mm x 1829 mm | 48” / 1219 mm | 75.375” / 1915 mm | 88.1875” / 2240 mm | 1,500 lb / 680 kg | 630 lb / 286 kg
FWP-9648 | 96” x 48” 2438 mm x 1219 mm | 96” / 2438 mm | 51.375” / 1305 mm | 88.1875” / 2240 mm | 2,000 lb / 907 kg | 840 lb / 381 kg

Fork Tine Restraint locks the platform to the forks using an over-sized, quick-disconnect hitch pin so the platform is unable to slide off the forks, can be mounted on either left or right side.

Personnel Protection
84" (2134 mm) high mast guard with expanded metal for optimal visibility.

Secure Attachment
Hook & Chain mast restraint offers additional safety and can be mounted on left or right side.

Fall Restraint
Multiple safety harness attachment points.

High Visibility
Durable powder coat finish in “Safety Yellow” for maximum visibility.

Mobility
Standard fork pockets allow transport.

Tool Organization
Optional Tool Caddy mounts to side guard railing to provide easy access to tools and materials. Choose from multi-compartment Tool Caddy (pictured) or Light Bulb Caddy.

Slip Prevention
Platform deck features anti-skid surfacing.

Lockable Gate
Operator gate with latch that can be padlocked (padlock not included).